FASHION TREND: SPLASH AROUND IN
CROP TOP BIKINIS

By Marissa Donovan
A new bikini trend is happening, and it’s the crop top bikini! A crop
top bikini can be off-the-shoulder or have full-shoulder tops. It’s a
new swim wear trend that’s perfect for your next vacation or poolside
date night. The best thing about this fashion trend is how easy it is
to match with everyday clothing and other beach apparel.
Check out the many styles of this new fashion trend and see which one is right
for you!

The V-Neck Crop Top: The V-neck styled bikini is a flirty cut that can
pass off as an normal crop top! As seen on the model below, you can
wear dangling earrings with the bikini to accessorize the look.
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Related Link: Feel Beautiful and Flawless in Voda Swim – As Seen on
‘Bachelorette’ Desiree Hartsock!
The Cut Out Crop Top: The cut out style allows you to adjust how tight
you want your crop top to be on your chest. The ties and the cut out
area are also a playful detail to your beach ready look. Try finding
one with a colorful print that fits you!

Open back pineapple crop
top bikini from Mauna Loa
Beachwear.
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Related Link: Look and Feel Beautiful This Summer in Plumeria
Swimwear!
The Scoop Neck Crop Top: The scoop neck style is a sweet and simple
take of the crop top bikini. The scoop next gives your chest more coverage compared to the other crop top bikinis. This surfer girl look is
cute for the beach or the pool!

Crop Top Bikini in Aqua
from Eulalee Swim. Photo:
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Related Link: Product Review: Celebrity Style Goes to The Beach
Bandeau Crop Top: This is the most popular style that many retail
bathing suit wear has been selling. Celebrities such as Selena Gomez,
Hannah Stockings, and Emily Ratajkowski have even been spotted wearing
this styled crop top! This style is also best for tanning compared to
the other crop tops.
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Will you be wearing this fashion trend to the beach or pool this summer? Let us know in the comments!

